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It is a challenge to synthesize materials that possess the properties of biological muscles—strong, elastic and capable of
self-healing. Herein we report a network of poly(dimethylsiloxane) polymer chains crosslinked by coordination complexes
that combines high stretchability, high dielectric strength, autonomous self-healing and mechanical actuation. The healing
process can take place at a temperature as low as −20 °C and is not significantly affected by surface ageing and moisture.
The crosslinking complexes used consist of 2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide ligands that coordinate to Fe(III) centres through
three different interactions: a strong pyridyl–iron one, and two weaker carboxamido–iron ones through both the nitrogen
and oxygen atoms of the carboxamide groups. As a result, the iron–ligand bonds can readily break and re-form while the
iron centres still remain attached to the ligands through the stronger interaction with the pyridyl ring, which enables
reversible unfolding and refolding of the chains. We hypothesize that this behaviour supports the high stretchability and
self-healing capability of the material.

Animal muscle is a biomaterial that has long fascinated the
scientific world: it is strong, elastic and able to undergo
self-healing when wounded. Synthetic polymers have been

designed to self-heal by encapsulating healing agents or incorporat-
ing dynamic bonds1–3. However, most of these approaches require
the input of energy (either heat or light)4–6 or the assistance of a
liquid monomer and catalyst7, solvents8 or plasticizers9. Of the
few examples of autonomous self-healing rubbers, most are based
on moisture-sensitive hydrogen bonding10–15, and therefore lack
stability against moisture.

We describe herein a design concept that takes advantage of the
versatility in tuning the strength of metal–ligand interactions to
achieve high strength, high stretchability and room-temperature
self-healing that is not significantly affected by surface ageing
(which occurs when a surface is exposed to air for some time
without protection). Previous work that involved metal–ligand
interactions for self-healing materials either relied on strong
bonds, which required an external stimulus for healing4,16–20, or
weak bonds, which could not provide sufficient mechanical
strength21,22. To combine autonomous and reversible healing at
room temperature, a weak bonding strength is generally required
together with a low glass-transition temperature (Tg) to enable
polymer mobility.

Here we placed strong metal–ligand binding sites adjacent to
weak binding sites in a single ligand, 2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide,
which resulted in highly dynamic metal–ligand interactions. The
weaker bonds can readily break and re-form, which is favourable
for energy dissipation on stretching and self-healing on being
damaged, with the metal ions still maintained near the ligands by
the stronger interactions, which allows a rapid bond re-formation.

We observed that the cooperative effect of these binding sites
enables simultaneously very high stretchability and autonomous
self-healing with good mechanical and dielectric strength.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the material’s application towards
self-healing artificial muscle actuators.

Results and discussions
Material design and characterizations. We selected an Fe(III)-2,6-
pyridinedicarboxamide (pdca) coordination complex for our
design. To understand the coordination complex formed in the
polymer networks, we prepared a model ligand, 2,6-butylpyridine-
dicarboxamide (H2Bupdca (Supplementary Fig. 1)), and used
mass spectrometry to characterize the complex formed under
similar conditions to those used to prepare the polymer networks
(see the Supplementary Information for details). The measured
molecular mass corresponded well with the mass of [Fe(HBupdca)2]

+,
as shown in Supplementary Fig. 2a, which suggests that in the
most-stable complex formed only one of the two amide groups
was deprotonated on reacting with FeCl3 without the addition of
a base. This structure was characterized further and confirmed by
ultraviolet–visible (UV-vis) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectra, as well as by density functional theory (DFT) calculations
(Supplementary Figs 3–5).

The bonding energies of Fe(III)–Npyridyl , Fe(III)–Namido and
Fe(III)–Oamido bonds were further estimated as 145.0, 82.7 and
40.7 kcal mol–1, respectively, based on calculations with bond-
valence–bond-length correlations (Supplementary Table 1). The
stronger Fe(III)–Npyridyl bond is comparable to typical covalent
bonds, which can be used to enhance the modulus of the material,
whereas the weaker Fe(III)–Oamido bond is almost as weak as
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hydrogen bonding. Both interactions are stabilized through a chelat-
ing effect. However, once the weak bonding sites are broken, the
strength of the strong bonding sites is also weakened, which
makes the coordination structure more fragile. Therefore, the com-
bination of strong and weak bonding sites in a single ligand provides
both strong crosslinking and energy dissipation mechanisms for
strain (Fig. 1a,b).

The Fe(III)-pdca coordination complex described above was
introduced into a linear poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) polymer
backbone, and served as a crosslinking unit (Fig. 1c). Briefly, the
PDMS oligomer that contained 2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide
(H2pdca) groups (denoted as H2pdca-PDMS) was prepared by con-
densation reactions between bis(3-aminopropyl)-terminated poly
(dimethylsiloxane) (H2N-PDMS-NH2, Mn = 5,000–7,000) and 2,6-
pyridinedicarbonyl dichloride to give a colourless viscous liquid.
The H2pdca-PDMS liquid was subsequently crosslinked into a
dark-red solid by Fe(III) chloride, with a molar ratio of Fe(III) ion
to H2pdca ligand of 1:2. The UV-vis spectrum of the polymer
film shows a band at 362 nm, as shown in Supplementary Figs 6
and 7, similar to the absorption wavelength observed for
[Fe(HBupdca)2]Cl, which indicates the dominant presence of such
complexes (denoted as Fe-Hpdca-PDMS). Furthermore, the inten-
sity of N–H stretching at 3,315 and 3,335 cm–1 partially decreased
and a red shift of the amide C=O stretching frequency was observed
in the FTIR spectra (Supplementary Fig. 8). Raman studies indicate
that both Fe–N and Fe–O coordination bonds are present in the as-
prepared polymer. The percentage of Fe–O coordination increased
with the molar ratio of Fe(III) ion to H2pdca ligand
(Supplementary Fig. 9). In association with the long wavelength
tail at λ > 400 nm in the UV-vis spectrum, the resulting polymer
network probably contains a mixture of various coordination struc-
tures. The tail above 400 nm is more significant in thick films, and
we suggest this arises from the presence of low-energy absorbing
Fe(III) complexes (Supplementary Fig. 7).

Both intrachain and interchain complexations are expected to
occur in the Fe-Hpdca-PDMS polymer matrix (Fig. 1c). The intra-
chain ones will result in folding of the PDMS chain, whereas the
interchain ones will give rise to three-dimensional (3D) cross-
linking. We used single-molecule force spectroscopy to characterize
the presence of those bonding features. Two single polymer chains
of H2pdca-PDMS and Fe-Hpdca-PDMS, respectively, were first
stretched to an extended state. Stretching of H2pdca-PDMS results
in only one force peak (Fig. 1d), which corresponds to the detach-
ment of the macromolecule from the substrate. However, stretching
of Fe-Hpdca-PDMS leads to typical sawtooth-like force–extension
curves (Fig. 1d), in which the different force peaks correspond to
the unfolding of PDMS units through the rupture of coordination
bonds in the [Fe(Hpdca)2]

+ complexes. The contour length incre-
ments (that is, the increased lengths caused by the unfolding of
the polymer chain), defined as ΔLc, are about 12 ± 2 nm or
(12 ± 2)n nm (n = 1–5) and correspond well to one or multiple mol-
ecular lengths of NH2-PDMS-NH2 with an Mn of 5,000–7,000
(Supplementary Fig. 10). According to the statistics data of the
experiment, the rupture force of the Fe[(Hpdca)2]

+ coordination
complexes was about 103 ± 12 pN (Supplementary Fig. 11).

To investigate whether the unfolding and stretching of
Fe-Hpdca-PDMS is reversible, we released the unfolded Fe-Hpdca-
PDMS chain to zero force. After waiting for one second, we
stretched the Fe-Hpdca-PDMS chain again to probe whether it
could fold back to its original state. As shown in Fig. 1e, we observed
the reversible unfolding/refolding of Fe-Hpdca-PDMS. These fea-
tures are similar to those observed in the iron–sulfur protein rubre-
doxin in which single-molecule force spectroscopy also revealed
characteristic sawtooth features on single-chain extension23,24.
These features were attributed to the ferric ion still being attached
to cysteine loops and able to refold quickly to reconstitute the

iron–cysteine centre. In our case, the single chain of the
Fe-Hpdca-PDMSmolecule was elongated on stretching accompanied
by rupture of the [Fe(Hpdca)2]

+ coordination complex, whereas the
iron remained bound to one Hpdca– motif, which resulted in a
metastable [Fe(Hpdca)]2+ intermediate. The macromolecule can
then collapse on releasing the strain, and the other Hpdca– can
chelate again to [Fe(Hpdca)]2+ to re-form an [Fe(Hpdca)2]

+

centre, which initiates the complete refolding of Fe-Hpdca-PDMS.
Therefore, the single-chain Fe-Hpdca-PDMS molecule can be
unfolded and refolded because of the rupture and reconstruction
of [Fe(Hpdca)2]

+ complexes (Fig. 1e and Supplementary Fig. 12).

Rheological and mechanical properties. The Tg for the resulting
polymer network was measured to be below −90 °C
(Supplementary Figs 13 and 14), which is typical for silicone
rubbers. Rheological measurements at room temperature showed
that its storage modulus, G′, is comparable to the loss modulus,
G″, at low frequencies. However, G′ increased faster with
increasing frequency than did G″ (Supplementary Fig. 15a). Such
features are characteristic for typical crosslinked polymer
networks and for soft glassy materials25. On increasing the
temperature, both G′ and G″ decreased, but G′ decreased more
rapidly than G″ (Supplementary Fig. 15b), which suggests that the
polymer becomes more viscous and fluid-like at higher
temperatures and thus potentially facilitates the self-healing.

The obtained Fe-Hpdca-PDMS polymer exhibited good mech-
anical strength and very high stretchability (Fig. 2). The Young’s
modulus of the polymer film is calculated to be 0.54 ± 0.1 MPa
from the low-strain region (<20% strain) of the stress–strain curve
(Supplementary Table 2), which indicates the high binding strength
of the metal–ligand interaction. The stress–strain curves consist of
an initial stiffening region (in which the tension significantly
increases with the increase of the strain), followed by a subsequent
steady region in which the stress is almost constant on further
increases in strain until the polymer film breaks apart. Cyclic
stress–strain tests with a maximum applied strain of 1,500%
showed pronounced hysteresis, which indicates energy dissipation
from bond breakage. There is always a pronounced hysteresis in
cyclic stress–strain tests, even when the sample is subjected to
only a 30% strain (Supplementary Fig. 16). However, if the same
polymer film was stretched and released successively, the tensional
stresses of the second stretch would be significantly lower than
those of the previous cycle. The same polymer film was then
allowed to rest for one hour, and stretched again. It showed an
almost fully self-recovery—that is, a very similar behaviour to that of
the original stress–strain behaviours (Fig. 2d). When the polymer
films were stretched and maintained under strain for one hour, they
needed a longer time to recover and did not fully return to their
original state (we observed only partial recovery even after resting
for one day). These observations are similar to those of previously
reported hydrogen-boned crosslinked elastomers and hydrogels
based on ionic crosslinking26,27. In such materials, the non-covalent
bonds break and dissipate the strain energy; after release of the mech-
anical strain, the broken bonds can be partially recovered to restore
most of the mechanical properties.

Fe-Hpdca-PDMS can be stretched to a much higher strain before
fracturing than can typical crosslinked PDMS or other reported
supramolecular elastomers (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 17). A
maximum fracture strain up to 4,500 ± 20% can be achieved for a
sample of 1 mm thickness, 2 mm gauge length and 6 mm width
at a loading rate of 2 mm min−1. The sample can self-recover to
its original length within one hour of release of the stress (release
immediately after strain). When we decreased the amount of
metal ions, at a molar ratio of Fe(III) to H2pdca-PDMS of 1:6, the
polymer showed irreversible deformation. With this ratio, the
material can even be stretched to over 100 times its original
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length without breaking, and can partially recover after resting for
12 hours (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 18). In comparison,
typical covalent-crosslinked PDMS rubbers with similar dimensions
exhibit a maximum elongation of only 100–1,100% (ref. 28). To the
best of our knowledge, the most stretchable hydrogen-bonded

polymers reported so far exhibit a reversible stretchability at about
2,000% strain26.

We propose that the high stretchability of the Fe-Hpdca-PDMS
material can be attributed to the unique bonding features in an
Fe-Hpdca complex. Both intrachain and interchain metal–ligand
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interactions are present in the Fe-Hpdca-PDMS polymer. The intra-
chain metal–ligand interaction results in folding of the PDMS chain,
which allows a large chain extension on breakage, whereas the inter-
chain metal–ligand interaction leads to 3D crosslinking and poten-
tially repeated bonding/breakage between chains through chain
sliding. The dynamic nature of Fe–Hpdca bonds allows them to
break and re-form during stretching, which leads to the unfolding
and sliding of the polymer chains and renders the high stretchability
of the material. Therefore, this material offers multiple mechanisms
for energy dissipation, which makes the material tough (fracture
energy ∼2,571 ± 20 J m–2 (Supplementary Fig. 19)). Additionally,
compared with hydrogen bonds, which can only dissipate the strain
energy by bond breakage, the Fe-Hpdca complex can offer multiple
modes of bond breaking, exchanging and re-formation: (1) bond
breakage of the weaker carboxamido–Fe(III) sites as the stronger
pyridyl–Fe(III) bonds hold them in close proximity14,29–31 and
(2) dynamic rupture and reconstruction of the carboxamido–Fe(III)
bonding configurations during chain unfolding and sliding.
Unlike the highly directional hydrogen bonds, our Fe–Hpdca
bonds are diverging, so that the breakage, re-formation and
exchange of the bonds can take place more readily. Such reversible
bond breakage and recovery has been observed previously by
Craig and co-workers for a PDMS system that incorporates
mechanoresponsive bonds32.

Our proposed carboxamido–Fe(III) bond re-formation/switching
mechanism is also supported by experimental observations. First,
the stretchability of the films is strongly dependent on the stretching
speed (Fig. 2c). As the strain speed increases, less time is allowed

for the re-formation of the broken Fe(III)–amide bonds, which
reduces the fracture tolerance. Second, when we used PDMS of
different molecular weight (Mn = 2,500–4,000 or 15,000–20,000)
as starting materials, the stretchability of the polymer decreased
(Supplementary Fig. 20). A starting polymer with a PDMS of
higher molecular weight has fewer metal-coordination binding
sites for bond reconstruction through chain sliding. A starting
polymer with a PDMS of lower molecular weight has more metal-
coordination binding sites, as evidenced by the increase of stress,
but it shows poorer stretchability because of the shorter PDMS
chain with a limited folding/unfolding ability.

Self-healing properties.Our Fe-Hpdca-PDMS polymer not only has
a high stretchability, but also exhibits a self-healing capability at room
temperature. To demonstrate the self-healing capability, the polymer
film was cut into two pieces and subsequently put together to allow
healing under different conditions (Supplementary Figs 21–23).
The cut on the polymer film was observed to almost disappear
after healing at room temperature for 48 hours, although minor
scars were still visible (Fig. 3a). To make the cut region more
distinguishable, one of the two pieces was stained using a black
dye. As shown in Fig. 3b, the healed polymer film can again
sustain a large strain after a healing duration of 48 hours at room
temperature. As expected, a longer healing time and higher healing
temperature both resulted in a higher recovered fracture strain
(Fig. 3c and Supplementary Fig. 22). Healing at room temperature
for 48 hours led to a recovered fracture strain of 1,700 ± 60% and a
high healing efficiency (η) of 90 ± 3% (Fig. 3c). The healing even
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took place at –20 °C to give a healing efficiency of 68 ± 2% after
72 hours (Fig. 3d). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
report of autonomous self-healing at such a low temperature
without the addition of any stimulus.

As a comparison, two undamaged polymer films can also be
joined together through self-healing. We cut a polymer film into
two pieces and placed these in contact with each other through
undamaged surfaces (Supplementary Fig. 24a). After healing at
room temperature for 48 hours, the rejoined polymer film can
sustain a 1,060 ± 30% strain with a healing efficiency of 57 ± 2%
(Supplementary Fig. 24b), in contrast with a healing efficiency of
90 ± 2% for the cut-surface healing under similar conditions
(Fig. 3c). The lower healing efficiency is because fewer reactive
sites are available without both cutting and a rough surface at the
healing site, and this results in insufficient molecular diffusion.
Nevertheless, this suggests the existence of a dynamic exchange of
metal–ligand coordination bonds in the polymer matrix.

Unlike self-healing materials based on hydrogen bonding10–15,
the self-healing of the Fe-Hpdca-PDMS polymer is not significantly
affected by surface ageing. On cutting the polymer film into two
separate pieces, separated at ambient temperature for 24 hours
and then healed at room temperature for 48 hours, we observed
that the healing efficiency still reached 90 ± 3%, a value similar to
the healing efficiency of freshly cut and healed pieces (Fig. 3d).
The cycle of stretching, breaking and healing can be repeated multiple
times. The excellent self-healing properties of Fe-Hpdca-PDMS
are attributed to two factors: (1) the presence of abundant
dynamic metal–ligand coordination bonds, similar to other self-
healing polymers1–4,16–20,33–38, and (2) the low Tg (below −90 °C)

of the polymer gives a high mobility to the polymer chains, which
enables self-healing, even at a low temperature.

Application in artificial muscles. In addition to the high
stretchability and low-temperature self-healing, the Fe-Hpdca-PDMS
polymer with an Fe(III) metal to H2pdca-PDMS ligand molar ratio of
1:2 has a high dielectric constant (6.4 ± 0.1) (Supplementary Fig. 25)
and dielectric strength (a preliminary unoptimized result gave
18.8 ± 0.5 MV m–1). Moreover, the deformation of the Fe-Hpdca-
PDMS polymer film on stretching at low strain is quite fast and has
a small hysteresis (Supplementary Fig. 16), which are desirable
properties for investigations in artificial muscles39–45. Figure 4 shows
a pristine elastomer film of Fe-Hpdca-PDMS with a thickness of
640 µm being punctured by a sharp-pointed object (Fig. 4b). The
sample was subsequently stored for 72 hours at room temperature.
A square-wave high-voltage signal (1 Hz, 11 kV maximum voltage,
0 kV minimum voltage) was then applied through the coated carbon
electrodes over the healed region, which caused the dielectric
elastomer actuator to deform visibly (see Supplementary Movie 1).
Figure 4e,f shows still images of the actuator at 0 kV (0 MV m–1)
and 11 kV (>17.2 MV m−1), respectively. The high applied electric
field caused an area expansion of 3.6% in the elastomer; however, it
did not cause any electric breakdown at the location of the
mechanical damage. The ability to withstand electric fields above
17 MV m−1 after self-healing indicates the excellent self-healing
ability of the material. On increasing the maximum voltage of
the square-wave signal to 12 kV (>18.8 MV m–1), we observed
the electric breakdown of the sample (Supplementary Movie 2).
Despite the inflicted damage, the self-healed film still retained values
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comparable to those of the pristine polymer. The present Fe-Hpdca-
PDMS elastomer is highly tunable by varying the ligand-to-metal
molar ratio and adding functional groups to the ligand and so
potentially can be further optimized for specific requirements of an
actuator, which will be the subject of future studies.

Conclusions
In summary, we have developed a highly stretchable and autonomous
self-healing material by incorporating coordination complexes with
various bond strengths as crosslinks between the polymer chains.
The dynamic nature of the metal–ligand bond allows it to be
broken and re-formed during stretching, which leads to unfolding
and sliding of the polymer chains and so renders the high

stretchability of the material. The as-prepared material can be
stretched to 45 ± 2 times its original length and recovered on releasing
the strain. Even in the absence of any additives to promote the healing
process, such as plasticizers or solvents, or of external energy, the film
displays excellent self-healing properties down to a low temperature of
−20 °C.We believe that the material’s ability to restore a high dielectric
strength after recovery from mechanical damage makes it promising
for artificial muscle applications, and envisage that the design concepts
presented here may represent a general approach to the preparation of
highly stretchable functional materials.
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healed sample for use in a dielectric elastomer actuator. Two circular rigid frames held the elastomeric film in place. The location of the previous mechanical
damage was sandwiched between compliant electrodes, a high electric field was applied across the thickness of the elastomer and caused the area
sandwiched by the electrodes to expand. e,f, Photos of the dielectric elastomer actuator before (e) and after (f) the application of a high voltage. The high
electric field induced an area expansion of 3.6%, but it did not cause a dielectric breakdown at the location of the self-healing event.
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